Introduction
Real-time mobile m b t controllers have usually k e n designed with an emphasis on control theory ignoring the importance of system integration. This report demonstrates that useful mobile robots require a real-time controller with a wide range of capabilities in addition to control thwv. These capabilities include: positionestimation, mapping and tracking of paths, human interfaces, fast communication, multiple client support, and monitoring vehicle status for safety and debugging. An architectural framework supportingthese capabilities has been designed and implcmented.
Using this framework, individual modules such as aposition estimator, a path tracker, a mapper. network servers and other crucial elements have been successfully integrated into a controller for the Navlab autonomous vehicle. Issues regarding the use of an Inertial Navigation System for position estimation are discussed and the positioning data is compared to dead reckoning techniques. Three path tracking strategies: pure pursuit, quintic polynomial fit, and control theory approach are analyzed and compared. In addition the operation of a smooth velocity profiler for the Navlab i s discussed. The context of the research, the architecture, its implementation, and other performance results from experiments are discussed.
Improving and building upon previous work
Other researchers have produced important parrs of robot controllers:
Dickmanns and Graefe [3] have built an elegant control formulation for driving an autonomous van on wellstructured highways. Their approach has been to build a special purpose controller with real-time perception at its heart. They have achieved impressive performance at speeds up to 100 kph. Their work is carefully tuned to the real-time demands of a single dedicated perception module.
Feng [5] formulated and solved a local navigation problem, incorporating the vehicle's kinematic and dynamic constraints and environmental constraints such as obstacles. and proposed the conversion of all these constraints into control constraints to allow real-time performance. This approach drove the Navlab around obstacles at speeds up to 1.5 d s .
Guzikowski [6] presented an approach to control computing for autonomous mobile systems, and implemented the first Navlab controller. His approach stressed hardware independence and prototyping. The controller was basically a front-end to the actuators and used shafi encoders to reckon a vehicle position which was only used internally by the controller.
Shin [I21 and Singh built a path tracker whichused an Inertial Navigation System (INS) forpositioning and the old Navlab controller as the main interface to the actuation system. This system was not integrated with the rest of the systems on board the Navlab and was essentially built for high-speed dedicated tracking performance.
Some tracking strategies used in this report were inspired by their work. Each of these researchers made a strong contribution to a specific part of mobile robot control. To build the controller described in this report, a framework was developed that incorporated previous work on key components. Integrating these components produced a powerful research platform for further analysis of the system capabilities.
The components were tested, tuned, and modified to match the capabilitiesand requirements ofthe Navlab'snavigation systems. The resulting controllerprovides high-level abstractions oflow-level operations, creating simple yet powerful interfaces to the high-level systems.
Navlab Background
From the outside, the Navlab (short for NavigationLaboratory) looks like a standard commercial van, with a rooftop air conditioner, plus one or more video cameras and a laser rangetinder mounted over the cab. On the inside, it looks more like a machine mom. with five electronics racks, 2Okw of on board power, and miscellaneous consoles and monitors. Over time, the Navlab has c a n i d Sun 3's. Sun 4's, several generations of the CMU I GE W a r p supercomputer, various specialized real-time controllers, gymcompasses, an inertial navigation system, and a satellite positioning system. It has a hydraulic drive system and it can be propelled or stopped by opening or closing the flow of hydraulic fluid through the transmission. Its steering wheel can be actuated by a semo motor mounted on the steering column.
The most important payload of the Navlab is the researchers. There is always a safety driver in the driver's seat, watching over the Navlab's autonomous runs. In the back, there is mom for five researchers plus obsetvers. The Navlab is a laboratory on wheels.
The Navlab is driven by several different mad following systems. Current mad following systems are:
The Autonomous Mail Vehicle, or AMV system draws its inspiration from postal deliveries in suburban or rural areas, which follow the same mute day after day. This type of system is an example of a bmader class of applications which focus on map building and reuse, positioning, mad following. and object recognition. The A M V project is investigating those issues, including strategies for using different sensors and different image understanding operators for the perception Components.
The Generic Cross-Country Vehicle (GX-CV) packages 3-D perception and local trajectory planning, into a solid foundation for off-mad navigation. The basic GX-CV system enables the Navlab to travel in a general direction, planning and executing vehicle trajectories around obstacles and acmss rough terrain. Hooks in the GX-CV planner will enable missions such as cmss-counuy traverse with global navigation, or cross-country mapping.
SCARF, which stands for Supervised Classification Applied to Road Following, tracks roads by adaptive color classification [21. SCARF runs in a loop of: classify image pixels, find the mad model that best matches the classified data, and update the color models for classification. The simple models of road color and geometry make very few assumptionsabout the road, and allowing SCARF to run robustly even when following unstructured roads.
The YARF system (Yet Another Road Follower) explicitly models as many aspects of road following as possible, for driving on slructured roads 171. Highways, freeways, mral roads, even suburban streets have suong constraints. Modeling these explicitly makes reasoning easier and more reliable. When a line tracker fails, for instance, an explicit model of road and shoulder colors adjacent to the line helps in deciding whether the line disappeared, became occluded, turned at an intersection, or enter4 a shadow. This kind of geometric and photometric reasoning is vital for building reliable and general mad trackers.
ALVINN, for Autonomous Land Vehicle in a Neural Net, is the newest of the road following programs, built by the CMU Connectionist group [ll]. The weights in ALVINN's neural network hidden units are trained by driving the Navlab by hand. During the training phase, ALVINN inputs the camera image, and the steering angle from the human driver, at each time step. The image is pre-processed to enhance road contrast. The enhanced image and the steering angle are fed to a back-propagation algorithm that adjusts weights in the hidden units, until the weights settle to values that give the correct steering response for each input image.
Architectural Overview
An autonomous vehicle needs answers to the following questions before it can perform a useful mission.
Where am I?
Where do I want to go? How do I get there and not get hurt?
These questions were used as motivations for the architectural design of the vehicle controller. To answer the question "Where am I?" as accurately as possible. data from different sensors must be fused into a coherent set of vehicle status information. Recognizing the importance of this data, one major component of the control system is devoted to this task. The "State Maintenance System" interfaces to all sensors and continuously monitors and processes their data which it maintains in a buffer shared by other modules. This maintenance system is aware of the state of each sensor as well and attempts to sustain operation by changingmodes in case certain sensors fail.
Other important questions such as "When do I go?" and "How do I get there?" are answered by the "clients" of the controller. The clients are classified in two groups, the navigators and the obsewers. A navigator, is a module that among other things, uses the status information to make new decisions that will eventually cause vehicle motion. For example a map following algorithm is considered a navigator. The other group, the observers, consist of modules that only sample the status data without making any decisions that involves vehicle motion. For example, a map building program is a member of this group. Some clients are external to the controller. These modules need special interface servers to pose. for them in the controller. For example, a vision system executing on a super-computer will have to communicate via the network to a software server in the contmllerto relay movement requests or receive positioning data. These relaying modules are server programs that can handle communications from multiple external clients.
The order of servicing these clients is determined by the priority of the client set at COMWting time. Therefore, at each cycle of operation, these servers act as a different client of the controller.
The final question "How do I get there and not get hurt?" is handled by the system "Watch Dog.'' The watch dog glances at the status information and interferes if it decides that the vehicle's safety is in jeopardy. For example if the vehicle pitch reaches a threshold value. the watch dog will intervene and override the client requests and stop the vehicle and report the reasons for its action. It is also responsible for generating messages or warnings regarding the vehicle's state which ~I Z valuable in system debugging and configuration.
All of this processing and data maintenance leads to a set of concrete actions to be performed by mechanical actuators of the vehicle to produce the proper motion. The "Actuation System" is the component of the system devoted to this task. It interfaces to external hardware that sends signals to actuators such as motors or solenoids. The Actuation System automatically adjuststhe necessary parameters depending on the vehicle's status information. For example the gains of a PID conmllermust be updated with changing gears in the transmission.
The central bookkeeping for the clients, the watch dog, and the actuation system is done by the "Request Maintenance System" which consists of a large q u e s t buffer and a process that continuously keeps this buffer consistent. Figure 1 .2 displays the resulting architectural overview of the system consisting of the described building blocks. Notice the positioning of the watch dog. It is in parallel to the clients enabling it to easily intervene in case a client's decisions are. considered undesirable. Also, this structural layout encapsulates details such as actuator configuration or sensor integration in isolated modules simplifying the communication interface among different components. This also allows the architecture to be reused on different vehicles by modifying the components directly dependent on specific vehicle characteristics. A controller with this structure has been implemented on the Navlab. The following sections describe each portion of this controller.
State Maintenance System
Primarily, the task of the State Maintenance System is answering the "Where am I?" question for the mobile robot.
This system uses the data fmm an array of ~~LISOIS to produce an accurate estimate of the vehicle state. To discuss this system's operation, it is necessary to define the positioning information and the coordinate frame of the vehicle.
Coordinate Frame
To simplify the computation of the radius of curvature, the frame of refemm of the four-wheeled mbot has been chosen to be the center of its rear axle with the Y-axis pointing out of the front, the X-axis pointing to the right, and the Z-axis pointing upwards. Roll ($), pitch (0). and yaw (6) 
State Maintenance System Operation
The most valuable piece of information maintained by state maintenance system is vehicle positioning information. Referring to the needs of the perception and tracking systems, it was apparent h a t in additionto position and orientation data(x,y,z, +,8! $)distancetraveled(s), velocity($), and radiusofcurvature(7 = $oftherobotankey information for navigation. The general structure of the state maintenance system is portrayed below. The state buffer is a centralized buffer that is continuously updated by the sensor drivers which interface to the available sensors. Each driver cycles at a f q u e n c y which is defined within the state buffer itself and is limited by the sensor's ability to deliver data. The drivers also mask the details of each sensor from the rest of the system and only deliver the relevant data to the state M e r . In addition to sensed data, the drivers update the state buffer with information about the sensor's state and operating conditions which affects the accuracy of the data from the sensor. For example, a driver is capable of detecting whether a sensor has over-heated and its data is erroneous.
The Navlab's positioning sensors are: An optical shaft encoder in the transmission reporting the absolute shaft position which is translated to distance traveled or velocity of the vehicle; An optical encoder on the steering column reporting the steering wheel position which is used to infer the vehicle's radius of curvature; Drive system sensors which report which gear in the transmission is engaged; An uncalibrated Inertial Navigation System (INS) with accurate, high precision heading, roll, and pitch data. The state processor has the task of examining all the sensor data in the state buffer and merging it into one piece of data usable by the rest of the system. The following two sections describe the details of the state processor operation.
Dead Reckoning
Given that the exact curvature (7) and traveled distance (s) of the vehicle are known, it is possible to calculate changes in x and y in world coordinates. Assuming that it is constant for the computation interval, the steering angle will provide the change in heading (d#) from one point to the next. In other words, the assumption is that the vehicle moves from one point to the next along a circular arc. Therefore we have:
and in vehicle coordinates:
rotating back to world coordinates:
Figure 2.3: Dead Reckoning geometry
Provided that the computations are done in short intervals, the path between two points can be approximated as a straight line and:
The frequency of this computation is proportional to the values of highest attainable curvature and highest speed for that cuwature. As the sharpness of curyes in the path increases, the length of the line segments must decrease to approximate the path more accurately.
The accuracy of this data is purely dependent on the e m s in steering angle (a) and traveled distance estimation. Considering one wheel angle at the fmnt. we have the following configuration: The available data from the actuation system is the position of the steering wheel in encoder counts. Therefore, to estimate a, it is necessary to relate steering wheel position to a. To determine this relationship experimentally. the distance traveled was sampled from the wheel encoders and heading data was recorded from a gyroscope at short time intewals as the vehicle was driven on a wide variety of paths at different speeds. The ratio of ds to d+ is the sensed radius of curvature.
Provided that the interval's length is short enough, we can assume that the steering wheel position is essentially a constant during this interval. Therefore, we can associate the measured radius of curvature with the particular steering wheel position. The sensed curvature was stored in a table indexed by the encoder Counts. For a better approximation of the steering wheel position, the encoder positions reported at the beginning and end of the time interval were averaged and this averaged number was used to index this table. Because of large number of encoder counts, it was sufficient to average the different measured radius values forthe same encoder position. Tire pressure changes the circumference of the wheels making distance traveled data incorrect. Also, tire slippage and deformation have similar effects causing underloversteering which varies the tuming radius. Distonion in the sidewalls of the tires is considered to be a major contributorto these errors since it causes the tire threads to move in a different direction from the wheel rims. More detailed analysis of these factors and effects of vehicle dynamics are necessary to discover other sources for this uncertainty in the culyature estimation.
This dead reckoning of position works quite well for small distances and since the encoders are necessary for servo control. no additional hardware is necessary. The computations involved are simple which makes dead reckoning fast.
Here are a few performance plots: In these experiments, the vehicle was driven on a closed path and dead reckoning data and INS data were recorded simultaneously. The solid lines represent the INS data which is an accurate representation of the vehicle's position. The dotted lines are the reported dead reckoned position. Notehow the error accumulates as small errors in d#translate to big errors in position as they get multiplied by the radius. The magnitude of error increases as the steering wheel is moved back and forth.
A big deficiency of dead reckoning is the absence of elevation (z), roll ($), and pitch (8) data. This makes compensation for the steepness of the road in the vehicle m a t u r e estimation impossible.
Using other sensors
In order to eliminate the ermr accumulation from the dead reckoned position, an external data source is necessary. One approach is to use an Inertial Navigation System (INS) for determining the global position of the vehicle. qpically, these systems consist of a set of two or three gyroscopes and accelerometers. The knowledge about earth's movement and the latitude and longitude of the vehicle are used in addition to heavily filtered sensor data to compute a global position. This is done by double integrating the sensed accelerations from the accelerometers to reckon the (x,y,z) positions. Orientation data ($, 8, $) are supplied by the gyroscopes. These systems require initialization with accurate initial global position for alignment. Therefore, an INS could be initialized using satellites via the Global Positioning System (GPS) or the initial position can be estimated using a map.
Determining position data for a slow moving vehicle with small accelerations requires extremely sensitive accelerometers. This translates to very noisy data which must be filtered to obtain the best estimated position. This is especially true for acceleration in the Z dimtion. In spite of all these considerations, although quite accurate, the precision of the positioning data is typically not better than one meter. On the other hand, dead reckoning is accurate for short distances. So, a good strategy is to use INS data for the low precision global positioning data and refme it by examining the shaft encoders for the local positionbetween the two INS data points. Navlab's INS was previously used on a howimr barrel and although its orientation data ( $ , 8 , $ ) data is very accurate, its position data (x,y,z) is inaccurate due to calibration errors. Therefore, the state processor uses only the orientation data and distance traveled in order to compute a global position for the Navlab. This is done by looking up the initial position of the Navlab in a map and computing the small changes in (x, y, I) with a small change in distance (s). The basic assumption in these computations is that the vehicle's orientation remains constant for the small distance interval dr. Therefore, the recorded orientation data at the beginning of the small intewal is used to calculate the x, y, and z coordinates at the end of the interval before updating the orientation data at the end point. The following equations calculate the changes in x, y. and z given the orientation data and ds.
Since none of the INS'S accelerometers are currently usable, the behavior of the suspension affects the accuracy of vehicle positioning. For example, a long continuous braking compresses the front springs making the shell tip fonvard and givingthe false impression that thevehicleis going downhill. Although there are other factors to consider, as a low-level approximation, it is sensible to assume that the body deflection is proportional to the acceleration 01 the vehicle. One strategy to compensate for enors in pitch angle due to body deflection could be to build a table of accelerations and reported pitch angles with entries containing correction t e r n to the pitch. Such a table can be constructed by fist surveying a relatively flat surface area 6.e. a parking lot) while moving the vehicle at a constant speed. This constant velocity minimizes body deflection and therefore the roll and pitch data will be more accurate.
Other sensors such as a laser rangefinder can be used to create such surface maps. Using this map. and the accurate two dimensional (x,y, $) data, it is possible to guess the correct roll and pitch angle. By comparing this estimate with the reported roll and pitch while accelerating forward and laterally, a c o m t i o n term for each angle can be determined and stored in a table indexed by the corresponding acceleration. This means that during normal vehicle operation. this table provides a conection factor to the mll and pitch angles given the lateral and forward acceleration data. More investigation is necessary to study the nature of these correction factors and their variance with steepness of the mad.
One major problem is that the estimate of positioningdepends on pitch and roll which could be ermneous. This brings about some uncertainty in the coordinates of the vehicle as it moves. As the vehicle returns to its original position, the sensors enoneously report a different positionbecause of accumulated errors partially cause by inaccurate roll and pitch angles.
If the goal is the recreation of a motion profile without stressing the accuracy of the positioning data with respect to the world, effects of roll and pitch angles could be ignored in two dimensional position estimation. This means that, while the data is incorrect with respect to the world, it is consistent wilh respect to the vehicle. In other words, allhough the data is i n c o m t , the vehicle will r e p n the same data when it reaches the same position in the world assuming that the errors were primarily due to roll and pitch angles.
Therefore, two dimensional positioning is used for map following and tracking while the three-dimensional data is maintained separately for sensor positioning and calibration.
Section 3

Mapper
The Clients
Tracker Figure 3 .1: Clients of the Navlab Controller
Path Specification
In previous systems on the Navlab, the steering loop was closed through external sensor modules. The controller was given a series of circular arcs to follow. The actual path uacked was iaaccurate because transitions from one arc to the next could not be made instantaneously. Since there was little feedback to higher lever modules, they assumed perfect path tracking. which led to e m w in their world models, which in turn increased their computational load.
The perception and mapper modules are responsible for determining a suitable path to follow based on mapped or sensed data and informing the low-level controller of their decisions. The issues here are how does this Row of information take place and who does what. Past control used a "Vidual Vehicle Interface" [6] to specify motion as figure 3.2: Effect of instantaneous change in curvature a series c ucs whic the controller simply translated to a steering wheel position. This was done at the expense of more complex pmcessing by every high-level module in the system.
Another factor to consider is the effect of roll and pitch angle to steering the vehicle. For example, in a banked comer, the steering angle is smaller for the same radius of curvature from a flat surface.
The experience with these systems led to the decision of moving all the path sewoing to the low-level controller, freeing the navigator clients from this task. This approach allows experimenting with different tracking strategies to yield desirable features such as continuous curvature and smooth motion without major changes in the rest of the system. Taking this approach, a desired path planned by the perception modules is passed to the controller as a set of two-dimensional world coordinate points along with the desired velocity to move the vehicle. The controller interpolates between the supplied points to estimate a heading and curvature at the given points for use by the tracking algorithms. This means that the points should be in fairly small intervals to estimate the path as closely as possible. This approach is compatible with the old system since arcs can be sampled to give the same information.
The Mapper
The mapper's main responsibility is keeping the list of points specifying the requested path as consistent as possible.
The questedpath, represented by alistof(x,~)ccOOrdinatesisavailabletothemapperthroughiherequestmaintenance system. The mapper connects the path points with straight lines and estimates the heading of the mid-point of these line segments based on the slope of the line and averages these values to estimate a heading at each path point. "he difference in the heading from one mid-point to the next is used to compute the curvature at each path point. The heading and cuwature data is neceSSary for certain tracking algorithms. Figure 3. 3 is an exaggerated view of a list of three path points. To ensure the accuracy of the calculated heading and curvatures, the list of points supplied to the mapper must be in small distance intervals. The mapper also keeps the points consistent if the navigators change the desired path, All points in the front of the vehicle are replaced by the most m e n t set of path points and all the necessary data recomputed.
The mapper can be configured to record a motion profile as the vehicle moves to produce amap of the traveled path.
In this instance the actual heading and curvature from the state maintenance system are recorded. The information recorded at each p i n t is (x, y, z, $, 19, #, 7) . These points are recorded at regular distance intelvals small enough to represent a map. The length of this interval depends on the minimum radius of cuwaturc of the vehicle and is inversely proportional to thc sharpness of the path. For example. the Navlab's minimum turning radius is 7 meters and paths can be accurately represented by r e c o d i g points every half meter.
The mapper stores this map as a separate entity and can supply the tracker with points from this prestored map for blind path tracking. The mapper can be configured to refer to its prestored map by other clients at any time. This means that a new system undergoing tests can tell to the mapper that it needs assistance and the mapper uses the prestored map instead of the client's specified path.
The 'hacker
The mapper's maintained set of path points (x,y,#, 7) are used by the tracker in conjunction with the cunent vehicle status to continuously command a new steering angle which would keep the vehicle on the desired path. The tracker reexamines the path every time it cycles enabling the mapper to vary the path as the navigators make adjustments to their previously requested path points. The basic t d i n g strategy continuously executes the following steps:
1. Choose a point somewhcre ahead of the vehicle on the desired path as the goal point.
2. Use the information at the goal point to define a path to follow.
Using the defined path, calculate a new steering angle until it is time for a new goal point
The distance between the vehicle and the goal point is called the "lookahead" distance. Suitable lookahead distances should be chosen for different speeds. If the lookahead is too long, the vehicle may cut comers and if too short, oscillations may result. The exact relationship between the lookahead and speed requires more investigation. Depending of the tracking approach taken, suitable lookahead distances can be determined experimentally for differcnt speeds to discover the relationshipof lookahead and speed. Generally, a longer lookahead is desired for higher speeds. For the Navlab, the lookahead distance is typically between 5 to 15 meters.
Details of choosing a lookahead distance, defining a path, and deciding when to reselect a goal point are specific to the tracking strategy. Three alternate strategies are applied in the Navlab tracker. The first is a contml theory approach using e m m in (x,4), the s a n d attempts to fit a suitable polynomial to the desired point, and the third uses successive arcs to reach the goal point.
Control Theory Approach
Consider a goal p i n t a lookahead distance away as shown by Figure 3 .4. The goal point has a negative x coordinate and and zero heading in the vehicle's coordinate frame. The first goal point has a large positivex error but no heading error. This positivex e m r moves the steering wheel sharply clockwise. As the vehicle moves. the heading ermr increases, the x ermr decreases causing the steering wheel to start moving counter clockwise. As the vehicle approaches the path, x and heading error become small and the steering angle becomes smaller and smaller in magnitude.
Using this intuitiona new cuwature (7') may be computed by: The gains gl and g2 are parameten related to system's performance. It would be beneficial to find the relationship between these two gains in order to tune them more efficiently. Recall: dx
Assuming the change in heading to the goal point is small, it is possible to use the small angle approximation to approximate 4. Therefore, by deciding whether the system should be overdamped or slightly underdamped it is possible to find 82 once gl is tuned experimentally. if gz is chosen such that 81 > 2 a t h e s y s t e m will be overdamped. Figure 3 .7 displays the performance of this tracking strategy. This map was chosen because of its particularly sharp curves, especially the one on the bottom right of the figure, which is almost at the minimum turning radius for the Navlab.
Considering the simplicity of this tracking method, the performance is surprisingly good. The above results were obtained by this tracker cycling 10 times per second. The gain gl was chosen by observing the oscillations of the steering wheel and tracking performance. The tracking performance was reasonable at speeds less than 3 meters per second. Due to slop in the steering mechanism, attempts for overcoming small heading ermn led to small oscillations of the steering wheel which are not desirable in high speeds. Better tracking strategies are necessary to overcome this problem. 
Quintic Polynomial Fit
One way to avoid the discontinuous motion of the steering wheel exhibited by the control theory approach is to fit a polynomial that originates at the vehicle and reaches the goal point meeting the position, heading, and curvature constraints at both points.
Transforming the goal point to the vehicle coordinate frame, we have the following constraints at the end points:
Consider a parameter (r) varying from 0 at the origin to 1 at the goal point. Given that x and y and their first and second derivatives are available, connecting these two points and meeting the six constraints requires that x and y be fifth order polynomials in t.
Therefore, to fit these quintic polynomials, the available data at the end points must be used to compute the first and second derivatives of x and y. Recall:
which means:
Using the chain rule:
Assuming that the vehicle travels at a constant speed, $ = L where L is the length of the quintic cuwe, the boundary conditions are related to the available data by:
It seems that the three boundary conditions ( x , i , i ) and b,y,y) at both points are available. The only problem is determination of the constant L which is ($). This means that the length of the cuwe is necessary in computing the polynomial representing it. Evaluating the equations at the end points gives the following results:
At the origin:
At the goal point:
Iterahe methods can be used to compute the constants and L simultaneously. In one attempt, L was initially estimated as its minimum length which is the distance between the vehicle and the goal point. At each iteration, the constants were computed using the guessed L. Using the computed constants, sines and cosines of the heading were computed at discrete points on the quintics. If all of the sine and cosinevalues were in the c o m t range (i.e. -1 to I), the quintics wefe accepted. Otherwise, L was increased by a fraction of its pfevious value and the cycle was repeated. This approach had limited success and a high computational cost.
A simplerapproach to this problem is to assume that the heading at the goal point in vehicle coordinates is less than $. This enables us to describe x as a quintic polynomial in y and available data can be used without the knowledge of the length L.
The derivatives of x with respect toy are:
Finally. this leads to:
To simplify computations scale x and y so thaty varies from 0 to 1. Examining the boundary conditions, at the origin:
at the goal point: solving for a3, a4, and a5 :
To track paths, using the above results, a quintic is fitted IO the goal point and a new curvature is computed based on the y coordinate of the vehicle. Due to the vehicle's imperfect execution of the commanded curvature a quintic is only followed for a short distance before anotherone is fitted to a new goal point a distance ahead of the previous goal point and the process is repeated. Figure 3 .8 shows the performance of this tracker for the previously used path. Although good results were obtained both in simulation and the real vehicle, the issues causing some complications were:
It was unclear how far to travel on a quintic before computing a new one. Since the curvatllre is continuous at the origin of the quintic, cycling too fast will cauSe little or no changes in the curvature. On the other hand, cycling slowly and traveling on one quintic for a longer distance may cause drifts off the path due to imperfect actuation. The tracker's performance was very dependent on the lookahead distance. One reason for this is that the vehicle'skinematic constraints (Le. minimum turning radius) must be met throughout the quintic and depending on the type of path followed, longer or shorter lookahead distances were required to have the optimum quintic curve.
The complexity and the ill-understood issues of this tracking approach limited its practicality and tracking results were not consistently good.
Pure Pursuit
The inconsistentperfonnance of thequinticpolynomial trackermotivated yet another approach to the tracking problem which resulted in the most stable and accu~ilte tracker for the Navlab. In the quintic approach, in order to account for the changes in the path ahead, different polynomials were fit to different goal points as the vehicle traveled forward. This meant that the entire length of any one polynomial was never completed, which implies that meeting curvature and heading constraints at the goal points is not very critical. Wallace et al. [14] successfully followed roads by keeping the road image seen by the robot's cameras centered in the image. They used the displacement of the road centerline from the center of forward field of view of the camera to compute a new steering angle. Analysis of this method shows that is it a "Pure Pursuit" strateg. Using the following equations, r can be determined in terms of x and y. solving for r, ( 
3.10)
Therefore. for each goal point a constant lookahead (Z) distance away, the calculated curvature 7' = &. Cycling this tracker at 10-15 Limes a seconds produced smooth steering wheel movements and gave extremely good results on the Navlab with speeds up to 8 m/s (18 MPH) which is its top speed. Thus Pure Pursuit is simply a proportional controller of the steering angle using the x displacement as the e m r and ($) as the gain. Reasons for its high performance could be attributed to the ease of experimental tuning of the gain by simply changing the lookahmi distance and to the absence of noisy derivative terms (heading, curvature) in its servo loop. Overall, this tracking strategy led to the most stable and accurate path hacking for the Navlab.
Velocity Regulator
Experience has shown that extremely accurate velocity control is not very important as long as positioning data is maintained very accurately to report the actual behaviorof the vehicle. Instead of accuracy, a smooth velocity profile is very desirable for the Navlab considering its six ton weight and the equipment on board. The main issue is to achieve the desired velocity without stallingthe engine, spinning the wheels, or tossingthe occupants around.
This type of decision making is a level higher than the low-level velocity loop that moves mechanical components to increase or decrease the velocity. For example, if the vehicle is traveling uphill, a request for increase in velocity will cause the low-level velocity loop to further increase the load on the engine. But if the engine is unable to deliver the requested torque, the velocity loop will keep pushing for the requested velocity and the engine will start stalling, funher decreasing its toque output. This in turn will feed back and the velocity loop will push even harder to achieve the lequested velocity. and this quick sequence of events will stall the engine. Therefore, a mechanism is necessary to observe vehicle behavior to limit this request for torque or change the load gradually if the engine is unable to deliver or it is undesirable.
In situations where the wheels are slipping, the toque output must be decreased to the point where there is enough traclion to enable the vehicle to move. One approach is to record the performance of the vehicle in different situations and determine limits for acceleration and rate of change of acceleration to ensure desirable behavior. Factors such as vehicle pitch and roll must be tsken into account. For example, these limits may vary while going up or down hill. If Vraq is in a different direction from VCw, the goal should be to stop the vehicle before movement in the opposite direction. At any time, letting the acceleration u increase or decrease to zem will take T seconds during which the velocity will change to V,. The variable. a h , is used to specify an increase or decrease of u in time with 1 u 1 limited to a maximum safe value urn.
For example, suppose a positive velocity is requested which is higher than V,, and (n > 0). If V,eq is equal to V,, it will be achieved if a is ramped down immediately (udi, = -1). But if Vrrq is less than V,, it is simply not possible to achieve it before reaching Vp and the best that can be done is to overshoot the requested velocity up to Vo and decelerate at that point. Figure 3 .12 illustrates the velocity profile when the requested velocity was reduced from V,=,, to V,eqz at time TI.
On the other hand, if V,eq is greater than Vp, then a must be ramped up (i.e. ad+ = +1) which means an increase in a or no change if n is at its limit already.
The above scheme works for any value of a, that is regardless of accelerating or decelerating. provided that V,eq and V,, are in the same direction which is guaranteed by the first conditional statement.
Software Interface Server
The most difficult problems in mobile robot conml arise in interpreting image and range data in order to plan paths and avoid obstacles. Because of their complexity, it is desirable t o m the clients in charge of these tasks on powerful computers external to the controller while keeping them as one of the clients. The Software Interface Server is the communication link that provides this capability.
The server allows multiple clients to connect and disconnect dynamically by reserving one connection to listen for new clients in need of service. Each connection to the network has a name and a priority which are determined at connecting time. For example, an obstacle avoidance system has priority over a road follower. The server wakes up when there are pending requests and it takes a snapshot of the clients in need. and services all of them based on thcir priority before reexamining the connections. Although, it has never been n e c e s s q for the systems on the Navlab. the system has provisions for multiple software interface sewers. One w o n for this is to have more connections than the limit per server. But more importantly, this is a good way of separating essential and nonessential quests. For example, with one sewer an unimportant status request from an obstacle detector is serviced before a potentially critical motion request from a road follower.
The sewer is invisible to the external modules. All of theirrequests are relayed through the network by invocation of procedure calls. These procedures build data packets and transfer them to the contmller and if necessaly extract requested data from received packets from the interface semer. All the packets contain text since the packet sizes are typically very small and the penalty of extracting the data from text was insignificant compmd to the flexibility of communication to any other computer regardless of data representation details such as byte ordering. For fast communication the following steps were taken:
There is no attention given to data integrity since the protocols typically used for data transfer across the Ethernet (Le. TCPP) guarantee data integrity.
All data packets have the same size and start with an opcode integer which is an index in a command table. This eliminates speed penalties as the number of o w e s increases.
Every command table entry contains the number of parameters associated with the opcode and the address of the service routine to t e invoked to process the command.
Unlike general interfaces such as the V~rtual Vehicle Interface, the commands are tailormade to the requirements of the vehicle. The process of creating new commands was facilitated by a software library that inserts new opcode entries in the command table provided the m i c e routine is supplied by the user. For example, an external mapping and tracking module may require statlls information and send path points in one command, enabling it to pipeline its operation. This specific message configuration can be handled by writing a service routine which accesses and updates data in the controller. The addition of this new command is completed by dynamically linking it with the rest of the modules in the controller.
All of these measures improved the speed and therefore the accuracy of the interface. The average communication delay for the implemented system on b o d the Navlab is 3 milliseconds for one-way commands (Le. no reply packet from the controller) and about 14 milliseconds for two-way commands (i.e. status queries in addition to a one-way command). These delay times were measured with three external modules requesting data from the controller simultaneously.
Hardware Interface Server
The dual of the software interface sewer is the hardware interface sewer. The clients of this semer are cenain pieces of hardware directly involved in vehicle control. An example of such hardware is a sonar bumper reponing signals as obstacles enter a monitored zone around the vehicle.
Human interaction tools such as a joystick are other examples of clients of this server. The Navlab's joystick can be used to precisely maneuver the vehicle. The joystick becomes enabled by squeezing the trigger or dead-man switch and moves the steering wheel as it is moved left and right. The speed of the steering wheel actuator is regulated by the difference in the current steering wheel position and the requested position by the joystick. This allows the joystick to have a smooth response with small hand movements with out penalizing performance for sudden large changes that are critical if the vehicle is out of control. The back and forth movement of the joystick simply translates to a requested velocity which is correctly handled by the velocity regulator. The main contribution of the joystick has been the ability to merge computer and joystick conuol to correct minor deviations off the desired path in cases of miscalibrated sensors or system parameters. If these deviations become very large, it is possible to override the computer signals by double clicking the dead-man switch. This human interface has been proven valuable in configuring new systems. The joystick also enables the user to speed up or slow down the vehicle during a test run to quickly determine the system's performance with different vehicle speeds.
Section 4
Actuation System, Watch Dog, and Request Maintenance System
Actuation System
The Navlab's Actuation System encapsulates the details of the hardware controllers and actuatoxxL The low-level sew0 loops that conml the position of the steering wheel and velocity of the drive shaft are both closed in the actuationsystem. This allowsthe higher level system clientsto concentrate on decidingupon a speed and a steering angle rather than these hardware control issues. A "Hardware Configurator" process is constantly cycling and delivering consistent requests to all hardware. controllers which in turn move the actuatom.
Steering Actuation
The steering wheel is rotated by a DC setyo motor. A high precision (2400-line) optical encoder mounted on the steering column supplies data to an off-the-shelf h n i c s [ 11 motion controller. The signal produced by this hardware.
controller is amplified and sent to the DC motor to produce motion. Therefore, provided that the PID gains of the Creonics cad are c o m t l y tuned, a requested steering wheel position is a single number which is calculated by the requested steering angle and the previously determined ratio of steering angle and encoder position of the steering column.
The PID controller's gains were tuned experimentally. Since the vehicle trajectory is controlled by the steering wheel, the steering wheel's accurate positioningis critical. To providedamping, the differential gain was increased to the point that motor movement was smooth as the shaft was manually turned. Maintaining this gain, the propottianal gain was tuned by generating a step input to the motor and observing its behavior. This gain was increased to the highest value that did not exhibit "ringing" or oscillations. A small integral gain was experimentally determined to improve the static positioning accuracy. The smallest gain that achieved the desired result was chosen since a high integral gain causes instability.
Drive Actuation
Navlab is propelled by a hydraulic transmission of power from the engine to the wheels. The engine, running at a constant speed. drives a hydraulic pump supplyingfiuid tothe two speed uansmissionthroughanelectrically controlled valve. The opening of the valve depends on the current supplied to the valve actuator. Similar to the steering motor's input, this current is regulated by the control signal generated by a Creonics PID controller. A high voltage from the The gains of this controller were tuned experimentally as well. Considering the weight of the vehicle with the equipment and reseamhen on board, more attention was given to smoothness of operation rather than high accuracy of motion.
The drive state of the transmission is maintained by a hardware state machine that is closely coupled to the state configurator. The information from this state machine is stored in the state maintenance system as well. The hardware configurator uses this information to change the PtD gains or encoder ratios if necessary. For example, the distance traveled per shaft rotation and system responseis different when ~e transmission is engaged in different gears.
The Watch Dog
The watch dog is responsible for the health of the vehicle. It is in parallel to the decision makers and it can choose to override their decisions if they are out of the range of vehicle performance or simply considered undesirable. For example, the duties of the watch dog of the Navlab controller are:
not allowing a lateral acceleration of more than 0.1 g. This is done by interfering to slow down the vehicle in sharp cuwes.
examining the drive state of the transmission and updating the state maintenance system to reflect the correct stopping the vehicle if the vehicle pitch is more than 30 degrees. This is because the hydraulics can not stop or information as the vehicle is engaged in computer controlled or manual mode.
move the vehicle on mads this steep.
blowing the horn if any of the control systems fail. For example. if there is an amplifier failure that would disable the steering motor, recognizing the seriousness of this situation, the horn is continuously blown until the vehicle is reengaged in manual mode. Also, by diffenmt hom patterns, the watch dog signals the failure of different on board senson.
examining memoly locations that are regularly updated by all of the processes to determine whether a process has failed to cycle.
Although not yet available, to detect the failure of the watch dog itself, a piece of hardware is necessary that will sound a waming if a hardware line is not reset at regular intervals by the watch dog.
printing diagnostic messages to a console and storing them in a N e for future examination. The watch dog can also be configured to display different system parameters continuously for monitoring purposes.
Request Maintenance System
The Request Maintenance System is the communication link between the clients, the watch dog, and the actuation system. It handles the bookkeeping of incoming and outgoing requests. All incoming and outgoing data is stored in one central buffer. Mutual exclusion issues are handled by reducing the size of data reads and writes so that they are atomic operations. This keeps the number of semaphores to a minimum to improve performance. The "Request
Processor" continuously monitors the incoming requests and updates the request buffer with outgoing requests. Its main functions are:
Receiving the requested path points from all clients and sending the requests of the highest priority client to the mapper.
Sending the turning radius and velocity generated by the tracker to the actuation system.
Merging the requested steering angles and velocities from the hardware clients such as the joystick, with the ones from the tracker. It also ovemdes the tracker requests if the joystick is in ovemde mode.
Directing the watch dog to make various changes to the state buffer inside the state maintenance system. A few of these requests are: changing the positioning data upon recopition of a landmark by a perception client; changing the mode of the reported position data to dead reckoned, 3-D, or 2-D positioning; changing the lookahead distance or the tracking algorithm used by the tracker.
